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GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE CENTENNIAL — 1846-1946
This year we celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the
birth of a man the world will long remember—
known internationally in his time as the "greatest
living engineer."
Early in life George Westinghouse showed marked
inventive genius. When only 22 years old, he con-
ceived the idea of the railway air brake. . . the first
of many epoch-making inventions that made him
world famous.
But George Westinghouse was not only a dis-
tinguished inventor—he also had the engineering
"know how" to develop his ideas into practical,
workable form.
For example, he pioneered in the development of
the first practical alternating current system for
long-distance transmission of electric power . . . the
steam turbine for use on land and sea . . . the in-
duction motor . . . railway electrification and auto-
matic block signaling.
As an industrial leader, he founded many com-
panies that were to bring untold benefits to people
all over the world. The largest of these is the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
The story of George Westinghouse is the story
of a great engineer's vision in the growth of a new
nation—and in the birth of a new era.
Wherever electric power is produced and dis-
tributed . . . or electricity is used in industry and
the home . . . or world's trade moves . . . you will
find equipment and practices stemming from the
genius of George Westinghouse.
Following in the tradition, the men of Westing-
house are today pioneers and leaders in many in-
dustrial fields—electrical, mechanical, electronic,
ceramic, plastic and metallurgical.
estinghouse
PLANTS N 23 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE
Tune in: JOHN CHARLES THOMAS—Sunday, 2:30 pm, EST, NBC • TED MALONE—Monday through Friday, 11:45 am, EST, A
merican A et work
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Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
Brain Twisters
1. The following problem is re-
printed from the Rose Technic for
May, 1939. Though only a problem
in long division, concentration and
cleverness are required for its solu-
tion.
The problem:
. 7 .
There is only one solution. Each
dot represents a digit, the only
known one being the given 7 in the
quotient.
2. An airplane flies due south
for 100 miles, then turns and flies
due east for 100 miles, and finally
turns again and flies due north for
Answers on request
100 miles. At the end of the journey
the pilot discovers that he is back
at his starting point. Where did he
start? One rather obvious answer is
the North Pole, but there are also
an infinite number of other possible
solutions.
3. When a wealthy banker was
shot to death at his home in New
York last year, the police were sure
that the crime was committed by
one of a gang of six notorious crim-
inals. When the gang was rounded
up, each member volunteered two
statements. The police later found
that each man had made one true
and one false statement, although
not necessarily in that order:
Carl: I was in Albany at the time.
Pete did it.
Spud: I've never even seen a gun
in my whole life. Slug didn't kill
him, either.
Joe: Personally, I was out of town
that night. One of our gang was
with the murderer and saw the
crime being committed.
Kentucky
Slug: Me and Spud was together
at the time, away from the rest of
the boys. Carl shot him.
Mac: Spud killed him. All of us
except Carl were in town on the
night of the killing.
Pete: Joe done it. I was at a night
club at the time with one of the
other boys.
Who actually shot the banker?
4. After spending some years in
the interior of South America, an
explorer wished to return to civili-
zation. He was somewhat put out
when he discovered that his most
prized acquisition, a 5-ft. blow
-pipe,
was too long to be shipped on the
local railway, since baggage regula-
tions prohibited shipment of articles
whose dimension was more than one
yard. After some thought he man-
aged to ship the blow-pipe with his
baggage without cutting or bending
it. How?
Why not send in your net problems
to our Braintwisters Department?
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What is Your Management I. 0.7
Reprinted from the Telephone Engineer
By SAM B. DIBBLE, JR.
Vice President and General Manager, Southern Telephone Company
Cookeville, Tennessee
Webster's Dictionary defines man-
agement as "the act or art of manag-
ing; control; skill in direction; ad-
ministration." A great deal of ground
is covered by the few words of the
definition and their application to
the telephone business is a worth-
while subject for discussion. We be-
lieve that few, if any, other indus-
tries are as diversified as telephony
and this calls for many decisions to
be made on varied subjects in the
course of a day's operations. Experi-
ence is of great assistance in render-
ing decisions, but the development
of an ability to render them prompt-
ly, but accurately, is priceless.
Procrastination is an easy vice to
acquire and to habitually indulge in
this practice is to invite lost confi-
dence on the part of those employees
who daily depend upon you. It is
normally very easy to find what you
consider a good and valid reason for
delay, but if you will but closely
scrutinize the reasons, you will usu-
ally find that they are very weak and
impotent. We are not advocating
hasty decisions since the scope and
importance of the subject under con-
sideration will often dictate the
amount of time, research, consulta-
tion and information demanded, but
once these factors are satisfied, a de-
cision should be promptly made.
If you render a decision that
proves to be in error, do not hesitate
to admit it and make such corrections
as may be necessary to rectify the
situation. Anyone is subject to mak-
ing honest errors, and it is only by
these that we gain some of our most
valuable experience, but to make the
same error the second or third time
invites justified criticism.
A manager is generally looked to
by his employees as an example to
be followed. Neatness, punctuality,
decisiveness, good manners are all
valuable assets in setting the ex-
ample. A firm but fair and impartial
policy followed in rendering deci-
sions affecting employees is nearly
always respected and appreciated. If
personal likes and dislikes are per-
mitted to sway your better reason in
arriving at a solution, it will prob-
ably reflect in dissatisfaction or dis-
content on the part of the employee.
When Sam B. Dibble, Jr., received
his degree at Rose in 1931, he had
already had experience with the
Texas Telephone Company at Waco
and the Citizen's Independent Tele-
phone Company in Terre Haute. In
1932 he began work for the Southern
Continental Telephone Company, be-
coming successively a switchman,
local manager, assistant district
manager, and then Kentucky super-
intendent. Transferred to Cookeville,
Tenn. in 1941 as general manager,
Mr. Dibble is now vice president and
general manager of the company.
Although his article was written
specifically about the telephone busi-
ness, the TECHNIC believes that it
also applies more generally to all
industries.
After all is said and done, the
Golden Rule is probably the bes,
fundamental basis for rendering al.
decisions affecting personnel anu.
this, of course, should be tempere_.
by the facts concerning the cast.
You should not only be intereste—
in the problems of your employees,
but such interest can be transmittea
to them in many and various ways.
You can make your self accessible
to the employees for consulation and
maintain an "open door" policy. An
occasional word of encouragement
or praise for a job well done is not
mandatory but, if you are sincere,
it will be deeply appreciated.
It is possible that you will be
called upon to offer counsel to an
employee on matters that are purely
personal to him and completely out-
side the business but, if he bestows
that confidence in you as an individ-
ual, you should make every effort
possible to guide him in your best
manner. When it is necessary to re-
dress an employee, it is best accom-
plished away from his fellow em-
ployees.
Most individuals resent ridicule
and embarrassment; and, if you sub-
ject the employee to these, you may
find that his resentment overshadows
all your efforts to point out his mis-
takes. Criticism is very easy to give
but usually rather difficult to take.
Such criticism as is necessary on
your part in the day-to-day opera-
tions can be rendered in a construc-
tive vein so that the individual in-
volved will feel that you are sin-
cerely trying to help him in con-
structively pointing out his errors.
The public depends upon you,
through your personnel, for good,
adequate and efficient telephone
service. Since all the telephone com-
panies have to offer is service, it is
your responsibility to see that they
are not disappointed. One of the
most certain ways to lose this con-
fidence is the making of promises on
your part and never fulfilling them.
During this war period, there have
been many more instances than in
normal times when you have been
called upon to say no, but you are
in a better position because of this
answer, provided it is given in a
polite and explanatory vein, than
if you make a promise of service that
you know at the time cannot be
provided. True it is the easiest way
out to promise that which you know
cannot be delivered but such action
will do more to destroy public con-
fidence than any other one act.
You are expected, and rightly so,
to fulfill obligations incurred by
membership in service clubs, the
Chamber of Commerce, etc. Few
clubs desire or need members who
(Continued on Page 18)
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Powder Metallurgy
Hoyt explains that "powder metal-
lurgy is that branch of metallurgy
which deals with the processing of
a metal powder into finished or semi-
finished form by thermal and me-
chanical manipulations at sub-fusion
temperatures."
Hardy and Balke define powder
metallurgy as "the art of making
objects by heat treatment of 
comIi I
-
pressed metallic II I- with or
without the addition of non-•metallic
substance. It may be applied to a
single metal powder or to complex
mixtures and the pressing operation
may be carried out at ordinary or
elevated temperatures. In many
cases the results obtained by the use
of this method are identical with
those obtained by orthodox methods
By Keith Sutton, jr., m.e.
of melting and casting. In many other
instances, however, properties are
developed which heretofore were
unattainable."
The subject of powder metallurgy
may be conveniently divided into
three sections: (1) methods of man-
ufacturing metal powders, (2) mold-
ing the metal powders, and (3) uses
of the metal powder products.
1. METHODS OF MANUFAC-
TURING METAL POWDERS
Machining
The machining of metals to pro-
duce powder is limited to a few
special applications. Magnesium for
pyrotechnics is so produced partly
because its malleability prevents
direct milling, but primarily because
of its explosion hazard. A relatively
coarse powder is turned out by ma-
chining without serious danger.
These turnings may be milled to
a finer powder (as in a ball
but special precautions are neces-
sary to avoid an explosive dust-air
mixture. If milling is carried out in
the presence of air, ball charge and
mill lining must be of a non-spark-
ing composition and very special
care must be taken to avoid any
possibility of sparking. If milled in
an inert atmosphere, the powder
must not be brought suddenly into
contact with air if spontaneous com-
bustion is to be avoided. In this case
the powder must be allowed to form
an oxidized surface layer gradually,
sufficient time being allowed th per-
mit the heat of reaction to be dis-
sipated without unduly raising the
temperature. Or, preferably, the
neutral atmosphere may contain just
sufficient oxygen to permit formation
of a protective oxide surface film
but insufficient th support an ex-
plosion.
In general, machined powders,
unless further ground, are relatively
coarse and are useful only for
specc requirements, such as iron
powder used as a chemical reducing
or precipitating agent or as a hard-
ener in concrete.
Milling
Brittle, friable metals such as
antimony, scon, bismuth, or any
of the brittle alloys can be ground
directly to powder of practically any
degree of fineness. The type of equip-
ment used varies with the hardness
or toughness of the metal and may
consist of one mill or a combination
of several, such as stamps, jaw-
crushers, gyratory crushers, rolls,
disk mills, impact mills, or ball mills.
The grinding surfaces are sometimes
water-cooled to keep the powder
from becoming hot and ductile.
Some of the harder metals, such
as chromium, manganese, molybde-
num, and titanium can be ground to
fine powder by mng. However,
it is usually desirable to do the initial
reduction by shotting.
Malleable metals when stamped
100-ton press for powder metallurgy
use. Note multiple punches, 2 upper and
3 lower.
—F. J. Stokes Machine Co.
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This picture indicates the wide variety
of sizes of bearings and parts which are
now being produced from powdered
metals.
—Chrysler Corvoration
or ball-milled tend to produce flakes,
providing a lubricant is used to pre-
vent the individual particles from
welding together. The lubricant
(lard, stearin, etc.) is applied in such
a manner that it just covers the sur-
face of the powder. This helps the
metal to flow out into flakes under
the impact. Some processes of this
tyS. operate with an inert atmos-
phere to prevent dust explosions.
The Eddy mill has been used to
a limited extent for powdering some
of the malleable metals to produce
I- rticles roughly spherical in shape
instead of in flakes. This mill grinds
through impact of metal particles
against each other, such impact be-
ing caused by fans or impellers
which oppose each other in a totally
enclosed casing and blow the powder
particles against each other. The feed
must be in a fairly fine state of sub-
division, such as fine wire chopped
into short lengths.
Shotting
The ordinary method of shotting
is to pour molten metal into air or a
neutral gas, the temperature of the
metal being not too much above the
melting point. To insure a uniform
stream, metal may be poured or
forced through orces, poured
through a screen, or otherwise
broken up to desired size.
The shot are usually allowed to
fall into water, the temperature of
the metal and height of the pouring
crucible above the water determin-
ing whether the metal is molten or
solidified at the time it is quenched.
If the metal is molten when it hits
the water, a feathered shot results.
If solid, substantially round shot are
I- sired, the metal globules must be
solid 132fore quenching, and hot
rather than cold water is preferred.
Sufficient water must be supplied
tQ insure rapid removal of heat, and
circulation is imperative.
To produce fine shot the stream
of molten metal may be poured onto
a metal surface, protruding slightly
above the water, or onto a rotating
disk which discharges the shot into
water. Still finer shot is produced by
pouring the molten stream into a
S. st of compressed air, gas, or
steam, or by pouring it into a jet of
water.
While practically all metals and
alloys can be shotthd, those of the
greatest commercial importance are
copper, aluminum, zinc, tin, nickel,
lead, gold, silver, and numerous
alloys such as brass.
Graining
Graining depends on the forma-
tion of an oxide surface on individual
particles of metal when a bath of
the metal is stirred in contact with
air. Molten metal, while cooling, is
vigorously stirred, or shaken in
shallow pans, as it passes through
the "mushy" stage. The oxide pro-
duced on the surface of the particles
prevents them from coalescing, and
a relatively coarse powder results,
containing a rather high percentage
of oxide.
Atomization
Atomization is the method most
frequently used for metals having
relatively low melting points. A
variety of nozzle designs and orifices
will produce powders having a wide
range of particle sizes. The metal is
forced through a small orifice and
broken up by a stream of compressed
gas (air, steam, or an inert gas)
which instantly breaks up and 
solidliii i-fies the metal. Important variables
are thmperature of the metal, pres-
sure and temperature of the ato
ing gas, and rate of metal flow
through the orifice.
Atomized products are generally
in the form of ragged particles
shaped like a tear drop. This process
is one of the most flexible in its
ability to produce powders of differ-
ent degrees of fineness.
Condensation of Metal Vapor
This process may properly be con-
sidered as a modification of the dis-
tillation process. Zinc dust is made
in very large tonnages by this meth-
od. In the regular distillation pro-
cess used for refining zinc the oxide
is mixed with carbonaceous material
like powdered coal, and heated. Car-
bon mono i1jxide reacts with the zinc
oxide to form zinc vapor, which is
condensed to liquid in a cooler pro-
longation of the retort extending
through the furnace setting. Some
formed by the reaction of
carbon and oxygen, and this must
be held to very small amounts to
prevent reoxidation of the vapor to
zinc oxide as it cools, for any oxide
on the condensing zinc will prevent
it from coalescing into a liquid.
When this happens, a powder, "blue
powder", is formed.
After the retort is in proper oper-
ating condition, a high-grade, very
fine powder can be produced by add-
ing a second condenser—known as a
"prolong"—th the regular condenser
and by carefully controlling the CO.,
in contact with the condensing
vapor. This powder, while not so
free frorn oxide as an atomized
powder, will run 977( zinc or better.
The process is one requiring very
careful control throughout, and ex-
plosion and fire hazards present a
cS nsiderable problem.
Reduction of!0 npound 
of the Metal 
The compound of the metal (us-
ually an oxide) is ground to the
desired fineness and then reduced
in gas atmosphere by carbon or some
other reagent.
(Continued on Page 28)
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Development of Atomic Theory
Scientists are now learning a few
of the basic facts concerning matter
—a knowledge of the structure of
the atom. Until the nineteenth cen-
tury virtually nothing was known
about matter that was not plainly
visible to the eye. Within fifty to
eighty years, however, theories had
been stated which laid a solid
foundation for further research.
Great advancement has been made
since that time. Theories have been
proved to be facts, and these facts in
turn have been put to practical use.
The credit for this advancement be-
longs, of course, not to one man but
to the staffs of many great labora-
tories. Much of the basic work in
this field has been done in the
laboratories of universities, such as
the well-known Cavendish Labora-
tory at Cambridge in England.
Prior to the nineteenth century
some qualitative information of
chemistry had been collected. It was
impossible to advance without some
way to classify information quantita-
tively. In 1805, however, Gay-Lussac,
a twenty-seven year old Frenchman,
announced the results of his experi-
ments on the proportions in which
gases combine and are formed in
chemical reactions. In collaboration
with Alexander von Humboldt, he
stated that one volume of oxygen
unites with two volumes of hydro-
gen to form water. His work is sum-
marized in the law that bears his
By William K. Sharpe, fresh.
name: Measured at the same tem-
perature and pressure, the volume
ratios in which gases combine and
are formed are those of small whole
numbers.
Following this discovery by Gay-
Lussac, Amadeo Avogadro in 1811
formulated the principle known as
Avogadro's Rule. This famous hypo-
thesis, which is the basis of all chem-
ical theory, states that, temperature
and pressure being equal, equal
volumes of different gases contain
the same number of molecules. By
employing this principle molecular
and atomic weights can be deter-
mined with certainty, and correct
formulas can be found. Unfortunate-
ly, because of the influence of Ber-
zelius, Avogadro's hypothesis was
not generally accepted. In 1860
Cannizzaro, a student of Avogadro,
convinced the scientists of the day
that the theory is sound.
While these men were laying the
foundations for a systematic quan-
titative study of chemistry, William
Higgins, an Irishman, and John Dal-
ton, an English schoolmaster, were
laying the foundation for the theories
of chemistry. Their combined theory,
announced independently between
1780 and 1810, states in substance:
(1) The atom is the smallest par-
ticle of an element that can exist.
(2) Therefore, there are as many
different atoms as there are different
elements. (3) All the atoms of a
certain element are alike. (4) In
each molecule of a certain substance
there are the same number of atoms
of each of the elements of which the
substance is composed. Thus the
foundations were laid for the dis-
coveries made in the latter half of
the nineteenth century.
In 1866 John Newlands noticed
that, if the elements are arranged II,
the order of their increasing atomic
weights, elements of similar prop-
erties occur periodically. Newland,
however, was unsuccessful in show-
ing his relationship among elements
beyond calcium. His ideas were un-
ceremoniously rejected by the lead.
ing scientists. In 1871 Dimitri Ivan.,
witch Mendeleeff, a Russian, pub-
lished a paper on the classification
of the elements. On account of his
influence the paper was at once ac-
cepted. His periodic table was similar
to that of Newlands. By means of it
he was able to predict the discovery
of three elements, to give their
atomic weights, and to give their
properties. When these elements
were later discovered, all of Men-
deleeff's predictions proved to be
approximately correct.
The similarity of the elements in
each group of the table indicates
that their atoms must have similar
structures. It is inconceivable that
the periodicity of the elements is
pure chance. Therefore, there must
be subatomic particles of matter of
Part of the periodic table, showing the arrangement of the electrons in shells about the nucleus.
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Prof. E. 0. Lawrence, inventor of the
cyclotron.
Prof. Enrico Firmi,
and contributor to
project.
Important Contributors to Atomic Research
which the atoms are composed. Thus
the one-half million different mole-
cules known to science are composed
of the atoms of only ninety-two ele-
ments, and each of these atoms is
made of only two or three basic
particles of matter. Matter is com-
pletely classified in this manner. It
should be noted that several excep-
tions show that the elements cannot
be classified perfectly by the order
of their atomic weights. It remained
for Moseley in the early twentieth
century to find the fundamental prin-
ciple by which the elements are
correctly arranged.
Even though Mendeleeff's table
showed that all atoms must be com-
posed of similar structural units, the
character of these units was un-
known. In 1859 Julius Plucker, a
German mathematician and physic-
ist, discovered the presence of
cathode rays. These rays appear as
a greenish fluorescence on a glass
tube when electricity is discharged
through a partial vacuum in the
tube. In 1869 Johann Wilhelm Hittorf
noticed that these rays produce a
shadow on the glass tube when an
obstacle is placed in their path. In
1879 Sir William Crookes noticed
that an electromagnet deflects these
rays. He concluded that the rays
must be electrically charged par-
ticles.
Lord Rutherford, British physicist,
pictured with other research workers
of the Cavendish laboratory at Cam-
bridge.
—Press Association, Inc.
Dr. Niels Bohr, world-famed Danish
physicist.
Continuing these experiments, Sir
Joseph John Thomson discovered
that these rays are deflected by an
electrical field. He found that the
rays are deflected towards the posi-
tive plate; therefore the rays must
be negatively charged. In 1897 he
announced to the Royal Society
that cathode rays are composed of
negatively charged particles of mat-
ter which are much lighter than the
hydrogen atom. He was able to cal-
culate the velocity of these particles
and the ratio of their charge to their
mass by means of the relationship of
the amount of deflection of the par-
ticles, the mass of the particles, the
velocity of the particles, and the
strength of the acting electrical cur-
expert on uranium
the atomic bomb
—Press Association, Inc.
rent. The value of this ratio is con-
stant regardless of what metal is
used as a cathode. This seems to
indicate that these cathode rays, or
electrons, are identical regardless of
what their source is. Thomson con-
tributed greatly to the development
of the modern ionic theory of elec-
tricity, the theoretical and experi-
mental discussion of radioactivity,
and the electrical theory of inertia
of matter. He published his Atomic
Theory in 1914.
In the meanwhile, the German
scientist Goldstein in 1886 noticed a
narrow beam of light passing through
holes in the cathode of a cathode ray
tube. On account of the nature of his
(Continued on Page 24)
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Research and Development
Radio-Curing of Rubber Products
The process of employing elec-
tronics for heating has recently been
extended to the curing and drying
of foamed sponge rubber for use in
automobile and airplane seat cush-
ions, furniture upholstery, mattresses,
and other similar products. The
technique employs high frequency
radio waves which generate heat
throughout the material by agitating
its molecular structure. The process
is much faster than orthodox heat-
ing and drying methods; yet the
product turned out is actually of
better quality because the heat is
generated uniforrnly throughout the
substance diib the uiIIuInulprocess
is more easily controlled. Vulcaniza-
tion is also aided by this process,
since the high frequency action
bonds together theIliflhl sulfur and rub-Eer molecules more completely.
The first step in the new process
for foam•ed rubber is the foaming of
air bubbles into mouMs of liquid
rubber by a high speed mixing
process. The moulds are then trans-
ferred to a heating chamber, where
the rubber is cured by high fre-
quency radio waves. The curing
process consists essentially in so
fying the 
•
rubber by heating, there-
by trapping the air bubbles in the
rubber. The cured rubber is placed
in a huge oven, where it is dried by
a combination of electronic heating
and hot air heating. The rubber is
then ready for processing.
There is a tremendous time-•saving
with the electronics process as op-
posed to the old methods of steam
curing and oven drying. Large 
rubI ii -i IIber 1,71/4711 ee 
II
ls can be cured in only
eighteen minut es with electronics,
I -
 take five Ii  with steam, while
brake blocks require forty-eight
miuts 
with•
ltronics an 
combina 
d sevenhoun e
rs by 
steae ec
m. A tion of
methods is oftenfound to be the
most satisfactory and economical.
i 1
LFor example, army tank tracks can
be cured after two minutes of elec-
tronic preheating and twenty-eight
minutes of steam heat as opposed to
sixty minutes for steam heat alone.
Although the process is being used
in mass production at present only
for foamed sponge rubber, its use-
fulness in improving quality and re-
ducing man-hours of labor will prob-
ably be extended throughout the
rubber industry. The process is
equally adaptabl 
bb
e for either natural
or synthetic ruer.
The console unit of the electronic navigator.
Cuts Courtesy General Electric
An Electronic Navigator
For Ships
Radar, which found such wide
application during the war, will
probably be usecl on all sizal3le ships
in the future. The development of
I
an electronic navigator for the com-
mercial operation of ships has al-
ready been announced, along with
disclosure that it has successfully
undergone a test period of several
months in actual service aboard ship.
With the aid of this 
III,
evice, ship
captains are able t  shre
lines, buoys, other ships, derelicts,
icebergs, and similar obstacles long
before the ship is in danger. The
device indicates the distance and
relative bearing of above-water ob-
jects at distances up to 30 miles, de-
pending on the size and shape of
the obstacles.
The electronic navigator is com-
posed of only three units: the an-
tenna, the power supply, and the
operating console.
The antenna unit is designed for
the top of the wheel house of the
vessel. This unit scans the horizon
with a beam of radio energy. If this
beam strikes a distant object, it is
reflected and again picked up by the
The screen of the electronic navigator as it would appear
to the pilot of a ship.
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The 100,000,000-volt
betatron.
—General Electric
antenna unit to be
translated into infor-
mation for the navi-
gator of the vessel.
The power supply
is simply a small
motor-generator set
which is mounted at
a convenient location
in the ship.
The console is usu-
ally located in the
wheel house. It is an
upright cabinet about
two feet square and
four feet high, with a
sloping panel on the
top. The sloping panel
contains a large circu-
lar screen, which is
actually the end of a
lar ge cathode-ray
tube. Reflected beams
of radio energy picked
up by the antenna are
translated by the con-
sole into glowing spots
and lines on the cath-
ode-ray screen by
processes and instruments very an-
alogous to those in use in television
sets.
Once the glowing spots and lines
have been obtained, they must be
interpreted. After a little training,
an operator becomes skilful enough
to determine quickly what kind of
obstacle is represented by spots on
the screen. For example, the shape
of the shore line, including harbors
and break-waters, is clearly outlined
on the map and can be recognized
quickly upon comparison with a
standard marine chart. Buoys and
small boats appear as bright spots
of pin-head size, while vessels, light-
houses, islands, and other big ob-
jects show as larger spots on the
screen. The navigator's own vessel
always appears as a large, bright
area in the exact center of the
screen. Hence the navigator is pro-
vided with a continuously animated
map of the objects about his ship,
even in storm and thick fogs.
The console is equipped with three
dials by which the range of the map
on the screen may be adjusted to
show objects within 2, 6, or 30 miles
from the vessel. With the 30-mile
adjustment only large vessels and
large land masses can be detected.
With the six-mile adjustment the
medium-sized objects also come into
view, while with the two-mile range
such small objects as buoys and small
boats may be seen. The screen is
marked for convenience with con-
centric circles spaced one mile apart
on the two-mile range, two miles
apart on the six-mile range, and 10
miles apart on the 30-mile range;
hence the distance of any object
from the ship may be readily esti-
mated. Another convenience is a
scale around the circumference of
the screen marked in degrees and a
radial line which may be revolved
until it runs through any object on
the screen; the bearing of the object
from the ship is then easily obtained
by reading the scale.
The Hundred-Million-Volt
Betatron
A few weeks ago the removal of
wartime restrictions made it possible
for General Electric Co. to release
information concerning its 100,000,-
000-volt "betatron". Kept super-
secret during the war, the huge de-
vice is an electron accelerator
capable of producing X-rays so
powerful that they were previously
obtainable only in cosmic rays.
These rays are so dangerous that the
betatron is housed in a special build-
ing with concrete walls three feet
thick. The machine is operated from
a neighboring room, where an elab-
orate system of dials and switches
enables the operators to make all
necessary manipulations.
The principal part of the betatron
is an enormous electromagnet made
of laminated silicon steel and weigh-
ing about 130 tons. It is nine feet
high, six feet wide, and fifteen feet
long, with horizontal pole faces 76
inches in diameter. The electromag-
net is energized by a heavy current
of electricity at 24,000 volts flowing
through two coils of one-inch copper
rods, creating an intense magnetic
field.
In the rectangular opening be-
tween the pole faces is a doughnut
shaped vacuum tube of tempered
pyrex glass, within which the elec-
trons are accelerated. The tube has
an over-all diameter of 74 inches and
an elliptical cross section, measuring
8 inches horizontally and 5 inches
vertically. Projecting into the tube
at one point is an electron gun—a
heated filament from which elec-
trons are boiled off. The inner sur-
face of the tube was silvered so that
it would conduct electricity, since
otherwise charges might accumulate
at various points on the surface and
deflect electrons from the desired
orbit.
The electromagnet is energized by
ordinary 60
-cycle alternating cur-
rent. Acceleration of the electrons is
confined to the first quarter of each
cycle, during which time the current
in the energizing coils of the elec-
(Continued on Page 22)
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The Grads Advance
James G. Brown, ch.e.,3 4 Heminway Medal, with
high honors; has recently
been made equipment engineer in
the Headquarters Operating Depart-
ment in New York City of the
Quaker Maid Co., Inc.
Eugene E. Hess, m.e.,
4 2 with honors, on his 
charge from the armed
forces has returned to the Delco-
Remy Division of General Motors,
Anderson, Indiana. Mr. Hess will
AS rk on heavy duty equipment.
(July) Warren C. Let-4 4 singer, e.e., has taken a
position with Delco Radio,
Kokomo, Indiana.
In The Service
(Dec.) W. G. Johnson,4 m.e., who completed his
work in November, will
graduate with the Class of Decem-
ber '45. Mr. Johnson has been
drafted and is at Camp Atterbury.
Marriages
Captain Carl Wayne Scharf, ch.e.,
'29, Heminway Medal, with high
honors, married Miss Stella Mae
Roark on November 25 in Washing-
ton,
Alumni News
By William Blount, fresh.
IVrths
Lt. Commander George O. How-
son, USNR, c.e., '32, announces the
birth of George, Junior October 23.
Mr. Howson, who served with the
NATS during the war, is returning
to United Air Lines in San Fran-
cisco.
Deaths
II
Thomas E. Morford, ex-'91, the
first successful electric heating in-
ventor, died November 7 in Tampa,
Florida. Mr. Morford was executive
hydraulic engineer of the American
Marsch Pumping Company of Battle
Creek, Michigan for forty years.
Hugh Linn McKibben,
died at his home in Sewiskley,
Pennsylvania last August
McKibben was co-author of the
American Bridge Company's book
of standards. He was a real-estate
man for many years but after Pearl
Harbor he returned to the American
Bridge Company to work on Gov-
ernment contracts.
Robert Dallas Landrum, ch.e., '04,
M.S. 09, Ch.E. '14, died November
30 in the Huron Road Hospital,
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Landrum was
a chemical engineer and executive
of the Harshaw Chemical Co.; he
had been associated with the com-
Last October these boys got together at Batangas, Luzon and formed the
Batangas Rose Tech Club. Left to right: Dick Garrett, Richard Holthaus, Ralph
Brown, Harry Fry, John Newlin, and Charles Newlin. The Jap skull belongs to Fry.
pany for twenty-two years. An ex-
president of the American Ceramic
Society and member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Mr. Landrum was an authority on
enamels. He had been doing special
research for the Harshaw Chemical
Company's contribution to the atom-
ic bomb.
Herman G. Schlaman Jr., ch.e.,
'20, passed away suddenly at Leona,
New Jersey. Mr. Schlaman was
general superintendent of the eastern
branch of the Corn Products Com-
pany of New York.
FRATERNITY NOTES
Lambda Chi Alpha
On December 8, 1945 three new
Brothers completed successfully the
formal ation cere 
ij
mony and were
I into the chapter. They are:
William King Sharpe, Terre Haute;
Donald Bruce Spencer, New Castle;
anS Theodore John Sterne Jr.,
Evansville. "Fun Week", held on the
days immediately preceeding the
initiation, was featured by the
pledges playing nursemaid to gold-
fish.
The chapter is happy to announce
that another man has been pledged
frSm Class K. He is Charles Hanley
Sf Terre Haute. Charlie, we welcome
you into the Brotherhood of Lambda
Chi Alpha.
Brother Jim Fields has returned to
school afthr being a prisoner of the
Germans for a year. Brother Fields
is a holder of the Distinguished Fly-
ing Cross, the Air Medal with ten
oak leaf clusthrs, and the Purple
Heart with one oak leaf cluster. Be-
fore being shot down, Jim had seven
German planes to his credit, there-
by qualifying himself as an Amer-
ican Ace. Lt. Col. Paul Bennett, an-
other Lambda Chi, is also back.
Formerly he was Assistant Pro-
fessor of Military Science and Tac-
tics at Rose, and he is now teaching
Applied Mechanics. Brother Bennett
had amphibious training in this
country and overseas, and landed
with our forces in France on D-Day.
He holds the Bronze Star with one
.oak leaf cluster and a Fh
award, the Croix de Guerre w
renc
ith
palm.
The Brothers and their guests en-
(Continued on Page 20)
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Campus Survey
Finals, banquets, parties, meetings,
electing new officers, ice, snow, skat-
ing—and 1945 was ended in one big
swirl of activity (about two weeks
of the quiet, comforting atmosphere
of home were needed to recuperate) .
Here we are in a new year, and
a new term at Rose, with about a
hundred new students in our midst.
Class K has our deepest sympathy
in their duty of upholding the honor-
able (?) old customs of "Liberation
Day". Speaking of Liberation Day,
here's a poem dedicated to all be-
lievers:
LIBERATION
There are those who would boldly
come and fight,
Their terrible hazing to right.
It's all clean fun they solemnly bray,
As the cloth and blood mingle in
disgusting array
To mar the campus the following
day.
What is there to gain?
Why, the loss of your trousers and
a great big pain,
Where the guy who fought so fair,
Knee'd you in the back 'cause you
pulled his hair.
Well, anyway—welcome freshmen,
and may your days at Rose be as
full and interesting as ours.
Dormitory
"Bull sessions", a very important
dorm activity, are in full swing as
usual. Topics under discussion range
from politics to reincarnation (hit-
ting many unrelated things in be-
tween) .
The Dormitory Association had a
Christmas party to start the Christ-
mas season off in the proper order.
The heavy snow and extremely cold
weather of the season enabled the
boys to enjoy themselves immensely
skating on the small lake. The honor
of keeping the ice free of snow went
to members of class L (first term
freshmen) .
The last meeting of the Dormitory
Association was called to discuss
the Christmas activities. It was also
voted in this meeting to have the
secretary communicate with the
proper authorities, requesting that
the campus outdoor lighting system
be operated from 5 P. M. until 12
P.M.
Fraternities
Students and the citizens of Terre
Haute were entertained by many
By George Staub, soph., e.e.
COMMENCEMENT
The sixty-third commencement of the Rose Polytechnic Institute
was held at the school on Dec. 29. H. Edmund Wiedemann (Rose '03) ,
a consulting chemist in St. Louis, delivered the alumni address, which
was entitled "Recognition of Engineering as a Profession". The com-
mencement address, "On Taking Bearings", was given by the Rev.
Thomas Mabley, rector of St. Stephen's Church in Terre Haute. A
number of relatives and friends of the graduates attended the cere-
monies.
The Heminway Medal for the highest scholastic achievement was
awarded to Fred C. Maienschein of Terre Haute. In the absence of
Paul N. Bogart, president of the board of managers, the presentation
was made by Professor Carl Wischmeyer, vice president of the faculty.
Due to the war, the number of graduates at Rose this year was
much smaller than usual. Degrees of Bachelor of Science were awarded
to the following twelve students:
Chemical Engineering—William G. Dedert, Crete, Ill:; Joseph B.
Durra, Memphis, Tenn.; Robert E. Logsdon, Terre Haute; Fred C.
Maienschein, with high honors, Terre Haute; Ellsworth Stayer, with
honors, Chicago.
Civil Engineering—Christy Jones, with honors, Dennison, Ill.;
William C. Waldbieser, Terre Haute.
Electrical Engineering—Herbert R. Bailey, with honors, Denver;
Jack Ice, Anderson, Ind.; Henry Schoemehl, with honors, Seelyville,
Ind.
Mechanical Engineering—Stephen W. Liddle, Vincennes, Indiana;
William G. Johnson, Indianapolis, Ind..
Dr. Berton A. Howlett, secretary of the faculty, presented the
candidates and Dr. Donald B. Prentice, president of the college, con-
ferred the degrees.
•
• 
amusing spectacles during "Fun
Week", alias "Hell Week", such as
three distinguished gentlemen fish-
ing in goldfish bowls on the corner
of 7th and Wabash, a newsboy sell-
ing "Extras" (two week old editions
of the Fort Wayne "Journal-
Gazette", and so forth.
Congratulations, men, on becom-
ing active members of your respec-
tive fraternities. It now becomes
your privilege to prove to the un-
initiated (by your actions) that the
Fraternity is a very important part
of school life.
Professors
Up to the time this article was
written, two Professors had returned
from the armed services to resume
their duties at Rose, namely Pro-
fessors Bennett and Palmer. Prof.
Bennett started in by teaching Ap-
plied Mechanics, and Prof. Palmer
by teaching classes in Algebra and
Analytic Geometry. A member of
Prof. Palmer's Analyt. class, which
was composed of about fifty percent
of Dr. Sousley's class (divided be-
cause of its size) , checked with a
member of Dr. Sousley's class and
found that Prof. Palmer's class was
a chapter and a half ahead of Dr.
Sousley's. Dr. Sousley also found
this out, and it looked for a while
as if both classes would be well into
Einstein's theories before the end of
the term. In all seriousness, Pro-
fessors Palmer and Bennett make a
pleasing addition to the active teach-
ing staff.
For quite some time Jack Doerffler
and I have wondered if the day
would ever come when we could
get to school ahead of Dr. Howlett.
On December 10 we started out as
usual across the cinder path, and
as we came to the place where we
could get a good view of his favorite
parking spot, our chests swelled
with the knowledge of achieved am-
bition, only to be deflated a few
minutes later as we learned that he
hadn't overslept but had the day off
—the reason, his oldest son, Charles,
was leaving the ranks of bachelor-
hood (congratulations Charles) .
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"TEST TUBE"
FOUR STORIESHIGH!
NEW BASIC INDUSTRIES LAB TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF HOW A-C
COOPERATIVE ENGINEERING WORKS TO AID ALL INDUSTRY!
INSIDE VIEW OF CRUSHING SECTION
OF A-C "PILOT PLANT"
Complete facilities also
maintained for all types of grinding,
;creening, washing, pyro-processing
and testing operations.
"How can we make more accurate equipment recommendations to meet
specific process problems?" was the question A-C asked its own engineers.
Their answer: build a laboratory so complete in every detail that it can
simulate actual mill conditions no matter what the locality or basic material
involved. Today, that laboratory is ready for use at A-C (crushing section
above)—one of the most extensive ever built to serve the basic industries!
2
3
Inside this "pilot plant," sample or
non-metallic minerals and synthetics
be "batch-tested" by the pound or bu
processed in ton or carload lots. Process
and their engineers can select the ri
equipment to suit specific needs!
Zi
A
From the smallest vibrating screen
the largest kiln (above), Allis-Chalm
builds the most complete line of proce
ing and milling equipment in the wor
We're ready to help you with y
technical problems.
Look, for instance, what A-C engi-
neering has done in water distribu-
tion. Today, one A-C Centrifugal
Pump does the job of 8 old-type
pumping engines 10 times its size—
does it better. . . more economically!
Chips *Met sateen on blank
intact—are turned on kidee
it I
51, • it
o
tliliI1, •
ne, end coo dust Ole quickly
Vetrevini through both dicks
Oversize chips more in
straight line over top
deck Accepted chips are
conveyed over bottom deli
For the pulp and paper industry,
still other outstanding develop-
ments: the Low-Head Chip Screen
(above), a new Streambarker for
barking logs, a wide variety of grind-
ers, digesters, thickeners, blow tanks.
In fact, an A-C Centrifugal Pump
can deliver 75 million gallons of
water a day—enough to meet the
average needs of a city of 500,000.
Cost to consumer?. . . as low as one
cent for every 100 gallons delivered!
Today, A-C engineered products are
helping boost production of vital
U. S. paper and cardboard—repre-
sent just one section of the world's
largest line of major industrial
equipment!
6 To facilitate modernization 
of unit
substations, A-C introduced this in-
novation: visual planning with ac-
curate scale models of equipment
that reduce paper work—save hours
of complicated figuring!
War-proved products and tech-
niques — practical experience with
technical problems. . . that's what
this Company can offer you. For
complete details inquire at your
nearby Allis-Chalmers office!
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
KEEP ABREAST OF COMPETITION!
Investigate A-C's Cooperative Engineering Service.
ut the World's Widest Range of Industrial Skill and Experience
to work on your Production and Technical Problems.
ALLIS-C. AL T4 ERS
PRODUCER OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST
LINE OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
Tune in the BOSTON SYMPHONY
Every Saturday, over the
American Broadcasting Company
Coast-to-Coast, 9:30 P.M., E.S.T.
WHAT IS YOUR
MANAGEMENT I.Q.?
(Continued from Page 5)
are never available for participation
in the club's activities or who are too
busy to assist in any way in the
projects and programs of the organi-
zation. If, however, you are asked to
perform a duty in such an organiza-
tion, it is profitable to do it with all
the zeal and will you possess and at-
tempt to produce the best results
possible.
A job well done in this manner
instills confidence in the other club
members as to your ability to direct
the activities of a company that is
responsible for providing them with
good telephone service, usually on a
noncompetitive basis. Judgment is
to be exercised, however, in allotting
time to these activities. Too much
time in civic affairs could interfere
with your regular work, the routine
performance of which is a very
necessary link in your company's
day-to-day operations. A happy me-
dium can generally be found and
observed in this matter.
It is generally conceded that a
"middle-of-the-road" policy is advis-
able in highly controversial public
matters in order that the company
you represent will not receive ad-
verse criticism or publicity. While
we have never been able to clearly
understand the reason, the fact re-
mains that the general public feels
that they have a stake in the public
utilities, regardless of wherein lies
the ownership, and are sometimes
prone to criticize the actions of its
officials hastily and prejudicially.
The wise manager gives them very
little, if anything, to criticize.
You owe it to yourself and to
your company to keep abreast of all
progress in the industry. It has been
said that there is no such thing as
standing still in the telephone busi-
ness; you either progress or fall be-
hind. We believe this is true and
especially now, when progress in the
development of new materials,
equipment and methods is very
rapid. The size and location of the
company you operate, as well as the
financial condition, will generally
dictate whether or not you can take
advantage of any and all develop-
ments in the telephone business, but
the least you will feel you can do is
to consider all such advancements in
the light of your specific operations.
A thorough reading of trade jour-
nals, manufacturers' data, books and
other publications relative to our
business with the thought of apply-
ing such information to your opera-
tions where practical is a true and
tried method of progressing. A col-
lege professor once told our class
that a college education was not for
the purpose of our attempting to
memorize a great number of formu-
las, facts and figures but to be able
to find such information in the prop-
er books if and when we needed it.
In the same manner, the manager
should be at least be acquainted with
telephone books and publications to
the extent that he is able to find
what he wants if and when he needs
it.
The progressive manager is not
reluctant to try new ideas and prac-
tices in his operations, but he real-
izes, too, that what will work in some
companies will not always work in
his operations and as quickly with-
draws unsuitable practices as he
might install them.
Care is to be exercised toward the
end that yours is not a one-man
organization and you are the one
man. Careful selection of your vari-
ous assistants and department heads,
should result in an organization in
which you have the utmost confi-
dence. By this, we do not mean that
you can fully relax all control, but
rather that you can depend upon
them for good, accurate work that
needs the minimum amount of re-
view on your part.
After your organization has been
established and sufficiently tried and
tested to assure you of its safe and
efficient functioning, all matters
should then be handled through the
proper channel. If responsible em-
ployees are by-passed and matters
handled directly between you and
employees under their supervision,
you may find a complete breaking-
down of your supposedly perfected
organization.
By-passed employees and depart-
ment heads are usually resentful of
the action and justifiably so. Con-
tinued action of this type on the part
of the manager tends to cause a loss
of confidence in their supervision by
the employees. Perfect your organi-
zation and adhere to it.
Participation in the activities of
your state and national Independent
telephone associations is advantage-
ous and the same suggestion offered
relative to participation in service
clubs is equally true in this case.
The associations can only function
and progress if telephone managers
and executives actively engage in
the various programs and if you
make it possible for your personnel
to also perform when called upon.
You should also encourage the
neighboring Independent companies
in your operating area to join the
Association and actively participate.
Last, but certainly not the least in
importance, is your responsibility to
the stockholders or owners of your
company. To you they have entrust-
ed their money in the form of tele-
phone plant, and you naturally plan
to give them the best job of man-
agement of which you are capable.
This means a fair return on their
investment, proper maintenance of
the plant, and replacements when
necessary. It also involves the main-
tenance of proper and adequate in-
surance coverage to fully protect the
investment.
To do this requires the setting up
and maintenance of proper controls
in order that any and all changes in
property or operating conditions will
be fully reflected in the insurance
coverage. Insurance is a subject in-
volving many details and, since
volumes could be written concern-
ing it, we will make no attempt to
discuss the various kinds and types
of coverage at this time. Our point
is, however, that a wise manager in-
vestigates the insurance coverage
available and takes care of the risks
accordingly.
It is appreciated that some of the
subjects we have covered may be
controversial in nature and, because
of this fact, we have not made any
attempt to set out any hard and fast
rules of good management. We do
believe, however, that certain phases
are fundamental in nature and the
only real difference, as they apply to
the individual, is in their method of
application. In the final analysis, the
test of any specific type of manage-
ment is the results obtained. As has
been pointed out before, what is good
for one company may not be whole-
some for the next, and that is where
judgment plays its greatest part.
Never before in the history of In-
dependent telephony have conditions
and circumstances caused manage-
ment to be more on its toes than to-
day. Successful operating requires
the manager to be wide awake, fully
alert and ready to move at an in-
stant's notice. The reconversion from
war to peace will try the skill of
many a manager, particularly if con-
trols are relaxed as rapidly as the
average, freedom-loving American
citizen wants them to be. Postwar
plans are fine and necessary items,
but it will be the every day problems
that descend without warning that
will show the true mettle of the
manager.
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We're fussy about
our Spaghetti!
In the language of vacuum tube
makers, "Spaghetti" is a ceramic
sleeve for insulating conductors.
As the emphasis in electronics has
moved toward higher and higher
frequencies, tube elements have
frown smaller and smaller till some
spaghetti" insulators are the size
of a bristle in your tooth-brush!
The smallest ceramic sleeve now
made by Western Electric measures
under .030 of an inch outside diam-
eter, with a center hole of .020
inch. This means the walls of the
tube are only .005 inch thick—yet
each unit is rigid, strong and provides
good insulation.
In the production of hundreds
of varieties of such tiny elements,
Western Electric engineers have
achieved remarkable precision which
has had much to do with the rapid
progress of electronics.
for Engineers
Rush! Rush!
After V- J Day, orders were to
produce telephone central office
equipment —fast! This program
couldn't wait until the last radars
were completed. So production engi-
neers went into the moving business.
At one plant location they had to
move everything to a new building,
with 850,000 sq. ft. of floor space
—virtually plan the operating layout
of a new factory immediately!
Some of their problems: model
floor plan; "write up" showing how
many machines—what type —how
many people—how many shifts—
scheduling and flow of materials
and finished parts—power circuits,
water, lighting— conveyors and
cranes — tools and benches — jigs
and fixtures for assembly.
At a sin -/e Western Electric
Works, 106 manufacturing sections
required either complete or partial
rearrangement and retooling. In one
month, 35 of these sections were
reconverted.
"
Tiny Crystals
can't be Sissies
Delicate quartz crystals—some only
one-eighth inch square—withstood
a terrible beating in military radio
equipment. One reason. engineers
at Bell Laboratories and Western
Electric devised a way to anchor
them gently, yet firmly, in place—
assuring stability and perfect contact
between terminal wires and crystal.
Here is how it is done; after
the crystal is ground nearly to pre-
scribed frequency, a spot of liquid
silver is applied at exact points for
terminal wires. Baking at 1000° F
fuses the silver to the crystal. Then
the entire surface receives a finish
of vaporized silver.
Finally—using a precision fixture
—the terminal wire, with a dot of
solder on its tip, is lined up with
the spot of silver and a jet of hot air
anchors it firmly in place. During the
war, millions of military crystals
were assembled in this manner.
Manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is Western Electric's primary job. It calls
. for engineers of many kinds—radio, electrical, mechanical, chemical, metallurgical. Many of the things they do
—whether seemingly little or big—contribute greatly to the art of manufacture of communications equipment.
Western Electric
T T T SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR THE BELL SYSTEM 2' T
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FRATERNITY NOTES
(Continued from Page 12)
joyed an ice-skating party and ham-
burger fry at Valentine's Cabin and
Lake on the evening of January
11th. Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bresett and Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Bennett. Another such party is
being planned next month.
An election of officers was held
recently. Formal installation will be
held in the near future. The new
officers are as follows: Ted Blick-
wedel, President; Eugene Broem-
melsiek, Vice-President; Felix Gro-
hovsky, Secretary; Don Spencer,
Treasurer; Jim Fields, Social Chair-
man; Bill Sharpe, Ritualist; Warren
Haverkamp, Rush Chairman; and
Ted Sterne, Correspondent. Pro-
fessor Stock has consented to re-
main as faculty advisor for the
coming year.
Theta Xi
On December 9, 1945 Kappa
Chapter initiated four new men into
the active chapter. They were Ray-
mond Ave, Clinton, Indiana; Fred
lJ 0
Compliments of
WILLIAM L. WHITE
CONCRETE CONTRACTOR
Terre Haute, Indiana
Your Sporting Goods Store
726 Wabash Ave.
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DRINK
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BOTTLING COMPANY
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Bolle, Indianapolis, Indiana; Dale
Jeffers, Gardner, Illinois; and Nor-
man Walls of Terre Haute.
We are also proud to announce
the pledging of Franz Layer of
Terre Haute.
Kappa welcomes back into the
golds of the fraternity three mem-
bers just returned from the services.
They are Brothers Strong, Booth,
and Eberly.
Recent visitors to the house were
Brothers Lindley, Frigo, Brown,
Schwindy, Whitehouse, Fischer, and
Stringfellow. Brothers Schwindy
and Brown report that they expect
to be back in school by next fall.
A farewell banquet was held in
honor of Brothers Liddle, Dedert,
Bailey, and Durra, who graduated
December 29, 1945. We extend to
these men the best of luck and our
heartiest congratulations.
Alpha Tau Omega
Indiana Gamma Gamma of Alpha
Tau Omega is happy to welcome ten
new active members into the chap-
ter. The traditional "Hell Week" was
endured by the new men from De-
cember 10 to December 15. On the
morning of December 16, the entire
chapter attended the St. Stephens
Episcopal Church. After the service,
a fine dinner was held at the chapter
house and was enjoyed by all pres-
ent. The impressive formal initiation
ceremony was begun at two o'clock
following the dinner. Those initiated
were: Marshal Blanchard, Brook-
field, Ill.; Jack Dodson, Terre Haute;
Gene Ervin, Richmond; John Fox,
Terre Haute; Paul Gottfried, Chi-
cago; Joseph Neill, Terre Haute;
Martin Newman, New York; Arnold
D and H LAUNDRY
and
ODORLESS DRY CLEANING
C-6901—C-6228 12th & Chestnut
Chas. H. Dill - Frank Hoff
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YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NORDIC UNTOLD
Sandberg, Terre Haute; William
Schumann, Indianapolis; and Robert
Supp, Indianapolis.
The chapter has recently pledged
Robert Liggett and William Stutz,
both of Terre Haute. An election of
officers was also held on December
16. Those officers elected were as
follows: Worthy Master, Phil Lor-
ing; Worthy Chaplain, Keith Sutton;
Worthy Keeper of the Exchequer,
Robert LaFollette; Worthy Scribe,
Frank Verdeyen; Worthy Keeper of
the Annals, Allen Smith; Worthy
Usher, Paul Lawrence; Worthy Sen-
tinel, John Fox; and Palm Reporter,
Robert Supp.
The chapter is happy to welcome
back Brothers Allen Smith, Dick
Reiman, Bill Jarrett, Graham Wei-
bel, and John White. These men,
who have recently been discharged
from the armed forces, have entered
school.
Recent visitors to the house have
been S 1/c Floyd Tingley, Jack
Roberts, Arnold Hannum, Cleone
Markwell, S 1/c Gordon Hayes.
Preston Brown of Indiana Delta Rho
was an overnight guest on Decem-
ber 14 and 15.
Sigma Nu
Initiation was held Sunday, De-
cember 9, 1945 for twelve pledges
of Beta Upsilon chapter of Sigma
Nu. Those men being initiated were
Martin Babich, John Bull, Walter
Glavey, Carl Mayrose, Frederick
Mueller, Henry Osback, Joseph Os-
man, Richard Powell, Jack Fehren-
bach, James Richmond, James Sch-
wier, and Paul Wible.
At the regular meeting on Decem-
ber 10, 1945, the election of officers
for the following term was held. The
new officers are as follows: Com-
mander, George Staub; Lieutenant
Commander, Emil Oprisu; Recorder,
Bill Monzel; Marshall, Walter Gla-
vey; Sentinel, Henry Osback; Re-
porter, Frederick Mueller; Treas-
urer, Joseph Osman; and Chaplain,
James Richmond.
Thursday evening, December 13,
1945, the Sigma Nu Mothers' Club
sponsored a banquet in honor of the
graduating seniors, Brothers Schoe-
mehl and Waldbieser.
Recent visitors to the chapter were
Brothers Dwaine Woolsey, '42, Jack
Warrick, '43, Dick Mullins, '40, Bill
Woolsey, and Bob Brown. Brother
Warrick recently returned from ac-
tive duty in China; Brothers D.
Woolsey and Mullins recently re-
turned from the ETO. Brothers War-
rick, Woolsey, and Mullins related
many interesting tales of their ex-
periences in their respective theaters
of operations.
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RCA's new television camera has a super-sensitive "eye- that sees even in the dimmest light—indoors or outdoors
A television camera "with the eyes of a cat"
As a result of RCA research, television
broadcasts will no longer be confined to
brilliantly illuminated special studios—nor
will outdoor events fade as the afternoon
sun goes down.
For RCA Laboratories has perfected a
new television camera tube, known as
Image Orthicon. This tube, a hundred
times more sensitive than other electronic
"eyes," can pick up scenes lit by candle-
light, or by the light of a single match!
This super-sensitive camera opens new
fields for television. Operas, plays, ballets
will be televised from their original per-
formances in the darkened theater. Out-
door events will remain sharp and clear on
your television set —until the very end!
Television now can go places it could
never go before.
From such research come the latest ad-
vances in radio, television, recording—all
branches of electronics. RCA Laboratories
is your assurance that when you buy any
RCA product you become the owner of
one of the finest instruments of its kind
that science has achieved.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20. Listen
to The RCA Show, Sundays, 4:30 P. M.,
Eastern Time, over NBC.
vulfi
RCA Victor television receivers with
clear, bright screens will reproduce
every detail picked up by the RCA
super - sensitive television camera.
Lots of treats are in store for you.
Even today, hundreds of people
around New York enjoy regular
weekly boxing bouts and other events
over NBC's television station WNBT.
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from Page 11)
tromagnet builds up from zero to a
maximum. The magnetic field pro-
duced by this current holds the elec-
trons firmly in their circular orbit,
and as the field increases it whirls
the electrons around the tube faster
and faster. At the end of the quarter-
cycle, which lasts only 1/240th of a
second, the electrons have completed
250,000 circuits about the tube and
have built up a velocity equivalent
to 100 million volts, or an average
gain of 400 volts per cycle. At the
end of the quarter-cycle, just before
the magnetic field begins to decrease,
a secondary magnetic field deflects
the electrons from their circular
course. They spiral inward and hit
a tungsten target which they had
previously missed, causing the gen-
eration of a thin pencil of X-rays.
The X-rays emitted by the beta-
tron are extremely powerful. They
are able to penetrate thick steel
castings with ease. Their most inter-
esting property, however, is their
ability to induce radioactivity. For
example, a silver coin quickly be-
comes dangerously radioactive when
held in the X-ray beam. The induced
radioactivity is due to the presence
of a highly unstable isotope of silver
formed when the X-rays knock
neutrons out of the original silver
nuclei. It is known that the betatron
is capable of inducing powerful
radioactivity in many other sub-
stances. However, there is still very
little information available on this
phase of the betatron's work, due
to its obvious connection with the
hush-hush subject of nuclear fission.
Super-Speed X-ray Pictures
. Recent improvements in electronic
tubes have made possible the de-
velopment of equipment capable of
taking millionth-of-a-second X-ray
photographs. This development cli-
maxes 50 years of progress in the
field of the X-ray since Wilhelm
Roentgen obtained the first X-ray
photograph after an exposure of one
hour, three and one-half billion
times slower than is now possible.
At the same time radiography was
brought to a stage of development
comparable to that of flash photog-
raphy, which has been taking mil-
lionth-of-a-second pictures for years.
The tube used to produce super-
speed X-ray photographs is especial-
ly designed to jerk electrons out of
a cold metal cathode at enormous
speeds upon application of a high
momentary voltage. These electrons
smash into the anode at a speed of
about 100,000 miles per second,
creating a brief but powerful burst
of X-rays to pass through the object
under observation and make an ex-
posure of it on a plate. The extra
difficulty involved in super-speed
Assembling the huge doughnut-shaped vacuum tube of the betatron. —General Electric
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The betatron requires the largest single bank of condensers ever assembled,
with a rating of 24000 volts and 1000 amperes. —General Electric
X-ray photography is due to the fact
that the exposures require a sudden
burst of about 600,000 kilowatts
thrown off at many thousands of
volts instead of the few hundred
volts required for successful flash
photography.
High-speed X-ray photography has
contributed to the science of ballis-
tics by making possible the study
of various changes in bullets travel-
ing through a gun barrel and the
swelling, bursting, and disintegration
of high-explosive shells chewing
through steel plate. Even where such
pictures are possible in super-speed
flash photography, the picture is al-
most always obscured by a screen of
HERM ERMISCH
CIXANERS
16th & Poplar C-5056
0 
BORDENS
PURE MILK & ICE CREAM
E3Dl
LI
EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.
1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
smoke or flame. These screens are
readily penetrated by X-rays.
Another field in which flash pho-
tography is of little use is arc weld-
ing, since the metal under observa-
tion is obliterated in regular photo-
graphs by the strong light from the
electric arc. With high-speed X-ray
photography, however, it is now
possible to make detailed studies of
the rapid transfer of metal during
arc welding.
Super-speed X-ray photography
was also used extensively in con-
nection with the atomic bomb ex-
periments. However, details of this
are still unobtainable.
tq 
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as well as Pro-
Fundamentals Needed
The Alexander Hamilton Institute's Modern
Business Course and Service provides a thor-
ough groundwork in the fundamentals under-
lying all business and industry. With the help
of this intensive training, an alert man can
accomplish more in months than he could,
ordinarily, in years!
Many Technical Subscribers
There is a scientific quality about the Institute's
Course and Service that appeals to technically-
trained men. That is why there are so many
prominent members of the engineering pro-
fession among the more than 400,000 sub-
scribers. They include: J. W. Assel, Chief En-
gineer, Timken Steel & Tube Co.; Lewis Bates,
Plant Mgr., E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.;
Lewis P. Kalb, Vice President, Chg. Eng. &
Mfg., Continental Motors Corporation; H. W.
Steinkraus, President, Bridgeport Brass Co.
Institute training fills the gap in ordinary
technical education, and provides access to the
thinking and experience of many famed indus-
trialists. It is basic, broad in scope and fits into
a busy schedule.
Prominent Contributors
Among the prominent men who have contrib-
uted to the Course and Servicc are: Thomas
J. Watson, President, Internatioaal Business
Machines Corp.; Frederick W. Pickard, Vice
President and Director, E. I. du Pont de Ne-
mours & Co.; Clifton Slusser, Vice President,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
SEND FOR
FORGING AHEAD
IN BUSINESS
—FREE!
The Institute's pro-
gram is factually ex-
plained in the fast-
reading pages of its
famous 64-page book,
"Forging Ahead in
Business." There is no
charge for this book-
let; no obligation in-
volved. Simply fill in
the coupon below,
and your FREE copy
will be mailed to you
promptly.
Alexander Hamilton Institute
•
Alexander Hamilton Institute
Dept. 283, 7 1 West 23rd St.. New York tO. N Y 
In Canada: 54 Wellington St., W., Toronto I, Ont 
Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the 64-page
book—"FORGING AHEAD IN BUSINESS."
Name 
Firm Name 
Business Address.
Position 
Home Address  
JANUARY, 1946
•
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Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our
Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices
Moore-Langen
Pig. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
ATOMIC THEORY
(Continued from Page 9)
observations he named these rays
canal rays. In 1898 Wein, another
German, found, in a manner similar
to that employed for electrons, that
canal rays are composed of positively
charged particles of matter. These
particles were therefore named pro-
tons. As a result of this knowledge
it was believed that the ultimate
particles of which atoms were com-
posed were electrons and protons.
It was not until recently that the
neutron and positron were discov-
ered by Chadwick and Anderson
respectively.
Although a knowledge of sub-
atomic particles was being gathered,
no one had explained the imper-
fectations of the periodic table—ele-
ments which were misplaced by their
atomic weights. Moseley found that
when cathode rays strike some ob-
stacle x-rays are generated with a
frequency characteristic of the ele-
ment of which the obstacle is com-
posed. By arranging the elements in
the order of the increasing frequen-
cies of their x-rays, he arranged a
perfect periodic table. The frequency
of light emitted by the atom of an
element must be determined by the
structure of the atom. Since the
atomic number was assigned accord-
ing to this frequency, the atomic
number of an element must be re-
lated to the structure of its atom.
E1 *E
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Later it became apparent, consider-
ing the work of Rutherford and the
Bohr theory of atomic structure, that
the atomic number of an element
equals the number of positive
charges in the nucleus of its atom
and also the number of electrons in
the atom.
At this same time Sir Ernest
Rutherford of the University of
Manchester was studying the rays
given off by radioactive elements.
He classified this radiation under
three headings: alpha and beta par-
ticles, and gamma rays. Alpha par-
ticles are the nuclei of helium atoms,
consisting of two protons and two
neutrons. Beta particles are electrons
which are given off by the atoms of
radioactive elements. Gamma rays
are exceedingly short wave lengths
of light. They have no apparent elec-
trical charge. In 1911 Rutherford
showed that the positive charge of
an atom is concentrated in an ex-
ceedingly small nucleus at its cen-
ter, about which the electrons re-
volve.
The Lewis-Languir theory is the
simplest theory of the arrangement
of the planetary electrons. It was
announced independently by Kossel
and by G. N. Lewis in 1916. In 1919
Irving Languir added to the theory.
The substance of the theory is as
follows: The single electron of the
hydrogen atom is in the first plane-
tary level. Going from one element
to the next in the periodic table, the
next element, helium, has two elec-
trons in this first level. Because
helium is a chemically inert element,
it is concluded that two electrons
complete the first level. Similarly,
advancing in the periodic table to
neon, it is concluded that the second
0 CI
0
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MAIN STREET'S RAINBOW
•
The operating subsidiaries of
Air Reduction Company, Inc.,
are:
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY
MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO.
Industrial Gases, Welding and
Cutting Equipment
•
NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION
Calcium Carbide
•
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED
Carbonic Gas and "Dry-Ice"
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO.
Medical Gases—Anesthesia
Apparatus—Hospital Equipment
WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC.
Arc Welding Equipment
•
AIRCO EXPORT CORPORATION
International Sales Representa-
tives of these Companies
The glow that brightens night-time Main Street owes its
sparkle and brilliance to rare gases that exist in the air we breathe. Neon,
argon, krypton and helium used in so-called "neon-tube" signs create
a range of colors that pale the rainbow—a brilliance that vies with the sun.
These and other gases and equipment for their use—products of
Air Reduction—contribute in countless ways to the comfort and con-
venience of daily life .... from anesthesia to aircraft construction .... from
sign-lighting to ship-building.
AIR REDUCTION
6o East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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LA major oil company is reinforcingits technical and supervisory staffin foreign operations.Applications are desired from:
ENGINEERS . . . Chemical, petroleum,
electrical, mechanical, civil, structural.
GEOLOGISTS • • •
subsurface.
GEOPHYSICISTS.
chiefs, interpreters.
PALEONTOLOGIST
macro.
Structural, surface,
. Computers, party
s . . . Micro and
ACCOUNTANTS . Must have degree
in accountancy and supervisory expe-
rience.
• Liberal salaries are paid. Overseas em-
ployees are eligible for the company retire-
ment plan, group life insurance and group
aviation insurance. Excellent living condi-
tions prevail. Passport and travel expenses
are paid by the company.
Write to Box No.RT1, including full information on
the following: Personal Data (age, family status, etc.)
Education . . Details of experience. . . All letters are
held as confidential.
level has eight electrons. Bohr de-
veloped a more complicated theory
of the arrangement of the electrons
based on the nature of the light
emitted by luminous atoms.
In 1902 Rutherford and Soddy had
explained the source of radiations
from radioactive elements, such as
radium, by their disintegration
theory of radioactivity. Their theory
stated: The atoms of radioactive ele-
ments disintegrate, leaving a new
element. This resulting atom has
different chemical properties. The
disintegration is accomplished by
corpuscular emissions and radiations,
which provide a measure of the rate
at which disintegration takes place.
By this process uranium eventually
disintegrates through several phases
to lead. Thus this phenomenon is a
natural transmutation of elements.
In 1919 Rutherford proclaimed a
transmutation of one element into
another by man. He was able to
knock protons from the nucleus of
an atom by the bombardment of the
nucleus with alpha particles from a
radioactive atom. Of course, this
method was not reliable. The alpha
particle could not be accurately di-
rected on the nucleus. However, if
protons or deutrons are given suffi-
cient kinetic energy they are effec-
Our 350 Page
Electrical Engineering
Data Book
This most comprehensive book on wires, cables, bus
systems, conduits and surface raceways and their
fittings is yours for the writing. Informative and
instructive, you will find it very helpful in your work.
national Electric
PinaauC-rs ccraPORATION
Pittsburqh,Pa.
tive agents of transmutation. Ma-
chines were built to produce a differ-
ence of potential as large as several
million volts with which to accel-
erate the subatomic particles. These
machines are called cyclotrons or
"atom smashers". Since 1919 many
elements, including gold, have been
produced from other elements by
this method of transmutation.
In 1938 the process of fission was
discovered. This is a nuclear reac-
tion which releases tremendous
amounts of energy. In that year,
Hahn and Strassman in Germany
found that barium was formed when
uranium is bombarded by neutrons.
However, barium has an atomic
number of only fifty-six and uran-
ium's atomic number is ninety-two.
How is so great a change accom-
plished?
Meitner and Firsch decided that
the unstable uranium nucleus splits
into two nuclei when it is struck by
a neutron. Furthermore, they said
that the two nuclei will repel each
other and gain a total kinetic energy
of about two hundred million elec-
tron-volts. It was also found that the
fission of uranium is accompanied
by the emission of high speed neu-
trons. Thus uranium presents itself
as a source of atomic energy. It not
only releases tremendous amounts
of energy by fission, but it also gives
off neutrons which continue the
process as a chain reaction. The
tremendous amount of energy given
off is the result of an interesting
phenomenon. In the very heavy ele-
ments like uranium, the mass per
proton is greater than in the inter-
mediate, lighter elements. Therefore,
if a uranium nucleus is torn apart,
there is a loss of mass. This loss of
mass produces the great amount of
energy in the reaction.
This reaction, of course, is the
principle behind the atomic bomb.
The United States was apparently
the first nation to discover how to
put this principle to practical use.
Russian and German scientists, how-
ever, are believed to be very close
to the secret of the bomb.
Recent developments seem to in-
dicate that an international accord
on atomic energy will ultimately be
reached. If this accord becomes a
working reality the scientists of the
world can pool their knowledge,
as they have done in the past,
for the peacetime development of
atomic energy. Advancement so far
has required many scientists from
many countries, and it will require
their services in the future.
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WHAT MAKES STAINLESS STEEL "STAINLESS"?
This high-speed train wears a gleaming sheath of steel
that's stainless—stainless because of the CHROMIUM it
contains. Trains, planes, buses and cars of the future all
will be finer still—and lighter, stronger, safer—because of
increasing use of chromium in their steels.
WHY DOES HER KITCHEN COME "jiffy clean"?—
Sparkling pans, pressure cooker, tableware, shining sink
and working surfaces in this modern kitchen all are highly
resistant to rust, stain, corrosion—are easy to clean, attrac-
tive and long-lasting. Why? Because CHROMIUM has
imparted these prized qualities to the steels of which they
are made.
HOW DO REFINERIES STAND
THE "acid test"?—Highly corro-
sive acids help refine America's
oceans of high octane gasoline. But
today's refineries withstand fierce
acids, high temperatures and pres-
sures—because CHROMIUM stoutly
fortifies their metals.
CHROMIUM is well known to many people for the
powerful influence it exerts upon steel. Most of the
alloy steels relied upon today for beauty, durability,
and resistance to heat and corrosion now contain this
interesting element.
Many years ago Units of Union Carbide discovered
how to extract chromium from its native ore. They
since have been constantly at work on the ever grow-
ing list of chromium alloys and their uses.
Union Carbide does not make or fabricate steel.
WHY CAN THIS TRUCK "take
it"?—The steels of many truck and
automobile bodies, springs, gears
and other parts contain CHROMIUM
— for chromium helps give these
steels amazing resistance to shock,
fatigue, wear.
ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY and other Units
of UCC, however, supply to industry such wonder-
working metals as chromium, manganese, and vana-
dium. With these, and the many other basic raw
materials produced by UCC, industry improves a thou-
sand and one products that serve all of us.
•
FREE: "PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES OF UCC," Booklet p4, tells
an illustrated story of many basic materials industry uses to
build this world about us. Send for a copy.
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street InE New York 17, N. Y.
Principal Units in the United States and their Products
ALLOYS AND METALS—Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, Kemet Laboratories Company, Inc., United States Vanadium Corporation
CHEMICALS— Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation PLASTICS— Bakelite Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS, AND BATTERIES— National Carbon Company, Inc.
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE—The Linde Air Products Company, The Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.
POWDER METALLURGY
(Continued from Page 7)
The individual particles so pro-
duced are sponge-like in structure
and are ideal for molding. Their par-
ticle size distribution, apparent
densities, and flow characteristics
can be modified to meet practically
all requirements. Their sponge-like
structure adds materially to the
strength of sintered compacts mold-
ed from them as compared to pro-
ducts made by the same pressing
and sintering treatment from solid-
shot type powder of the same par-
ticle size distribution.
Metals commonly produced by this
method are tungsten, molybdenum,
copper, nickel, cobalt, and iron.
Electrolytic Deposition
This produces a number of metals
in powder form, including copper,
silver, zinc, iron, tin, and antimony.
Copper and iron are the principal
ones. This method is an adaptation
of electrolytic refining and electro-
plating. By proper choice of electro-
lyte, regulation of current density,
temperature, circulation of electro-
lyte, proper removal of deposits at
the cathode, and sometimes the use
of addition agents, the metal can
be deposited either in powder form
or as brittle cathode which may be
readily ground to powder.
Chemical Precipitation
The principle of precipitating one
metal from a solution by the addi-
tion of another metal higher in the
electromotive series has been used
in numerous metallurgical processes.
Tin powder can be so precipitated
from stannous chloride solution with
zinc; silver powder, from a nitrate
solution by copper or iron. Both of
these powders are so made in quan-
tity, the result being extremly fine
particles of low apparent density.
This tin powder is ideally suited for
coating paper, while precipitated
silver powder finds application in
molding.
2. MOLDING THE
METAL POWDERS
After the metal powder has
been formed by some process, the
problem of molding it into its useful
shapes still remains.
Sometimes the metal powder is
molded into box-shape briquettes
and then machined, while other
times it is molded directly into its
useful shapes.
The four main methods of molding
are hot pressing, cold pressing, hot
or cold pressing followed by sinter-
ing and repressing, and centrifuging.
Hot pressing consists of heating
the powder to a temperature below
its melting point and at the same
time subjecting it to high pressures.
The powder may be heated in
several ways. The easiest but most
cumbersome method is to heat the
whole die in a resistance furnace.
Faster heating is obtained by passing
an electric current through the
punches or by setting the die in a
high frequency coil. In these cases a
non-conducting die material is more
advantageous since it is heated only
slightly. Resistance heating may also
be performed by leading the current
through the die.
Cold pressing merely means exert-
ing high pressures on the powder
without heating it.
Although at first these two pro-
cesses seemed sufficient, the art soon
turned to following the pressing by
sintering. Sometimes the sintering
is for the purpose of driving the
oxides from the pressed mass. At
other times it is used only to con-
vert the amorphous metal into
crystalline metal.
The materials are sometimes sub-
jected to further pressing after the
sintering process in order to give
greater tensile strength.
It is possible to subject the powder
in a die to about the same force by
centrifuging as by pressing. The
difference is this—in the latter case
the pressure needs to be transmitted
from one surface through the entire
mass, whereas centrifugal force acts
on every single powder particle.
Centrifuging may therefore be ex-
pected to be useful in molding com-
plicated shapes.
Presses
Broadly speaking, the presses used
for compacting a powdered metal in-
to tablets or briquettes and the like
are of two mechanical types, the
mold-and-piston type and the roll
- type.
The first type is a mold which is
filled with the powder and pressure
is applied by a piston. Usually the
pressure is brought to a maximum
and then held for a sufficiently long
time to overcome the elasticity of the
material and to cause the material
to take a permanent set.
The second general type of press
which has been used for making
briquettes is that of the roll type.
In this machine a pair of mating
rolls are mounted horizontally, the
faces of which are provided with one
or more molds having the shape of
the desired product. The powder is
fed in excess at the top of the rolls
and discharged at the bottom as a
finished briquette.
Dies
Although a single press with
sufficient capacity may, within limits,
fabricate many kinds of parts, the
same cannot be said of a die. It must
be designed not only for a particular
shape, but also for the powder used.
For this reason, hand dies are first
made to determine the pressing
characteristics of the powder and
the character of the sintered com-
pact. The powder mix, the die fill,
the degree of compaction to be ex-
pected for a fixed pressure, rate of
application of pressure, the abrasive
qualities of the powder, the method
of ejection—all are determined by
the molding of experimental bri-
quettes. The results of these experi-
ments help to a large extent in the
final die design.
Another very important factor in
die design, however, is the contrac-
tion or expansion during sintering.
When a slow press is used, more
air will be trapped and then when
the material is sintered, the trapped
air expands, causing expansion in
the product.
3. USES OF POWDER
METAL PRODUCTS
The poundage of metal in pow-
dered form has to be c3nsidered as
insignificant when compared with
the total tonnage of that metal used
in industry. But if the field of metal
powders is small on weight basis, it
is important out of all proportion to
its poundage. This is because objects
made of powdered metals are usual-
ly weighed in grams, rather than in
pounds or tons. A relay contact made
of a gram or two of powdered metal
may play a vital role in the safe
operation of an airport. The two tiny
distributor points of today's car can
be all that makes the difference be-
tween a mechanism purring along
the road or something to cuss at
because it won't start. It is this add-
ed importance of the pieces made
from powders, an importance usual-
ly far out of proportion to the amount
of material involved, which has
made powdered metals a field so
interesting and so hopeful for the
future.
The Coolidge method for making
ductile tungsten wire is a very im-
portant method. It is essentially the
briquetting of the tungsten powder
into the form of small ingots which,
when sintered in protective atmos-
pheres below the melting point of
tungsten, provide ingots which are
relatively brittle. The ingot is re-
duced in cross-section and its ductil-
ity is improved until the metal is
ductile at room temperature and
can be drawn to wire.
The need for a hard die material
to take the place of the very ex-
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One reason why television is coming fast ...
VOU are looking at two bell-shaped
-I- cathode ray bulbs mass-produced by
Corning during the war for military radar.
In most ways they are like the bulbs
Corning is now preparing to make for a
television set that may end up in your
living room.
And that's why television is nearer than
you think! Years ago television in its in-
fancy was the "father" of radar. Today, as
a result of development to meet war's
urgent needs, radar can more properly be
called the parent of tomorrow's television.
These bulbs are just one example of how
glass developed by Corning for use in war
will have an equally important place in
peacetime living. The list is long. It in-
cludes special "metalized" glass parts for
wartime radio and radar equipment. A
method of mass-producing high-quality
optical glass for the Army and Navy. Glass
pipelines and glass pumps that are im-
pervious to chemical attack and outlive
other materials. G lass so resistant to
thermal shock it can be heated cherry-red
and then sprayed with ice water without
breakiSg. All these and many more
research achievements establish glass
maS. by Corning as versatile e
neering material with ever increasing
possibilities. That's why it will pay you
to learn all you can about glass now. And
remember, too, Corning is an outfit that
knows glass. Corning Glass Works, Corn-
ing, New York.
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pensive diamond dies required to
draw tungsten wire led Karl Schro-
ter of the Osram Lamp Works in
Berlin to search for a material hard
enough to take the place of the
diamond for this purpose. The solu-
tion, tungsten carbide, not only was
hard enough but also, when subse-
quently imbedded and cemented to-
gether with cobalt, was found tough
enough to be used as a cutting tool,
and its cutting properties are not
impaired at a red heat.
Diamond drill core bits are an-
other application of this same prin-
ciple. Small diamond chips are mixed
with metal powders, then molded
into place in the bit under pressure
with either simultaneous or subse-
quent applications of heat to form
a bond.
Substitution of a metallic matrix
for a mixture of asbestos and organic
materials to holc. ingredients for
producing friction has resulted in
clutch plates and brake bands
capable of standing up under ex-
tremely severe operating conditions.
These products are commonly made
from a variety of compositions, in-
cluding copper, tin, lead, and zinc
powders, to which various non-
metallic ingredients are added to
provide friction. One rather interest-
ing application of this type of pro-
duct is the brake bands on the land-
ing wheels of large commercial air-
liners. When these planes are
brought to a field at about 100
M. P. H. and stopped at maximum
rate, temperatures as high as 1200°
F. may be developed in the brake
rings within 8 seconds.
The self-lubricating bearing, some-
times referred to as the oil-less
bearing, is one of the best known
products of metal powder. In many
bearing problems, lubrication has
been the chief difficulty. General
Electric, in answer to the problem,
produced a bearing by briquetting
copper and tin oxide powders with
carbon or graphite and then heating
the mixture. This caused the oxide
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to change to metal and form a
bronze with the copper, hav-
ing graphite uniformly dispersed
throughout. Since the operation was
carried out below the melting point
of bronze, the sintered bearing was
porous. The bearings could there-
fore be impregnated with oil.
Later copper and tin metal pow-
ders were bonded and the porosity
could be controlled from 1 to 40%
by volume and varying percentages
of graphite could be added.
In the past year or two ferrous
products have been made from
powders. Especially in small articles,
the waste in machining when the
articles are cast by conventional
methods is terrific. The powder
method offers potential savings in
net cost.
The Alnico magnet, composed of
aluminum, nickel, cobalt, iron, and
sometimes copper, is a fairly recent
development and is recognized to-
day as one of the strongest perma-
nent magnets. Conventional castings
of small Alnico magnets are too hard
and expensive to machine, so Alnico
magnets made of powders have
found their way into modern prac-
tice. The magnetic properties of the
sintered product are comparable
with those of the casting and the
grains are much finer. Magnets
weighing 30 grams or less can be
economically produced from pow-
ders. However, at present, larger
magnets cost less when cast.
By the use of powder metals two
or more metals can be combined
without appreciable alloying so that
individual characteristics of the
metals are maintained.
When pure silver or copper con-
tacts are used for interrupting elec-
trical circuits carrying high current
or voltage, the resulting arc tends
to fuse the contacts together. It is
now possible to combine a metal
with high melting point with copper
or silver and still maintain the high
electrical conductivity of copper or
silver and the high refractory quali-
ties of the other ingredient.
Metal powders, when heated with
clear iron or steel parts in sealed
vessels, form an alloy bond on the
surface of the work. This is called
surface alloying.
Much metal powder finds use as
addition agents in metallurgy. For
instance, coarse, shotted aluminum
is used as a deoxidizer in steel melts,
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usually just before the steel is pour-
ed or in the ladle.
Aluminum, zinc, and iron powders
are used as reducing or precipitating
agents in hydro-metalurgical work.
Zinc is used the most. These same
metals are used also as chemical
reagents.
A relatively coarse, granulated
aluminum is extensively used as the
heat-producing ingredient in the
well known Thermit process. The
heat generated through chemical re-
action of this aluminum with iron
oxide is sufficient to melt the reduced
iron and the accompanying oxide
slag. The most common use of this
process is for welding heavy steel
parts. The reaction goes forward in
a crucible and discharges into a pre-
heated mold properly arranged about
the joint. Other oxides may be
similarly reduced with aluminum to
yield metal for the weld or, more
commonly, to serve as a source of
the metal itself.
Powder metals find considerable
use in pyrotechnics. Aluminum and
magnesium powders are used in con-
siderable quantities, incuding flares
for various purposes, especially for
aviation. The powders are usually
mixed with some oxidizing agent to
promote rapid burning.
The paint industry is one of the
oldest and most important consum-
ers of powder metals. Pigment metal
powders almost always must have
"flake" structures so as to have high
surface area per unit weight. An
aluminum powder in flake form is
probably the most extensively used.
The so-called "gold-bronze" powders
are actually flake brass; they are
also produced in large tonnage for
decorative work.
Some other uses of metal powders
are in radio and telephone cores,
welding rods, dental alloys, coatings
on non-metallic surfaces as a base
for electroplating, and metallic fil-
ters.
Where parts cannot be made in
any other way, the art of powder
metallurgy is necessary and thus
practical. Where parts need to com-
pete in price with others made by
customary techniques, experience,
judgment, and a sound knowledge
of costs in both fields are necessary.
At the present time certain articles
made from powder metals can only
be produced at prices which do not
warrant competition. However, work
is going on in several American
laboratories and appreciable advance
is being made. On the other hand
there are still many parts which can
be economically made by cold press-
ing and sintering which are at pres-
ent made otherwise.
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a4SOUR MOST verse* FUEL,
4e/ped saw our way OC*7
Our troops, moving through tropical
forcsts, found it often necessary to cut
down trees of the tough teak family—
to make passage or perhaps to use this
sturdy timber for their needs. To saw
down these trees required a cutting
edge that could indeed, not only "take
it'' but "deal it out."
Sawteeth or bits are removable; they
must be extremely hard at the edge, soft
and ductile where they are attached to
the band of the saw. This calls for spe-
cially well controlled heat treating of
the part. Gas and modern Gas heat
treating equipment solve the problem.
On a circular track they run the gaunt-
let of 12 slot-type, ceramic cell burners,
emerging with exactly the qualities
demanded by their stern use. This fur-
nace, operated by a girl, can heat treat
2,000 saw bits per hour, is adaptable to
the heat treatment of many other small
parts, bringing to bear an intensity of
focused heat just where it is needed.
Conversely, in a mid-west plant, Gas
furnaces did a most successful job of
heat treating large hull castings of
tanks, 22 feet long and 10 feet wide.
That's a far cry from saw bits but Gas
takes both extremes in its stride. The
Industrial Engineer of the local Gas
Company will check over any heat
treating problem—and help put this
versatile, modern fuel to work solving
AMERKAN GAS ASSOCIATION
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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SPEED UP
It takes a mother 21 years to make
a man of her son. It takes another
woman just one night to make a fool
out of him.
Student: "Why didn't I make a
hundred on my history test, teach-
er?"
Teacher: "You remember the
question, Why did the pioneers go
into the wilderness?'—Well, To
neck, was not the answer."
The Quaint Victorians
"Mr. Smith," said the lady at the
church festival, "Won't you buy a
bouquet, to present to the lady you
love?"
"That wouldn't be right; I'm a
married man."
THE FLATTERER!
WAC: "Do you love me with all
your heart and soul?"
Soldier: "Uh huh."
WAC: "Do you think I'm the most
beautiful girl in the world, bar
none?"
Soldier: "Yeah."
WAC: "Do you think my lips are
like rose petals. my eyes like limpid
pools, my hair like silk?"
Soldier: "Yup."
WAC: "Oh, you say the most
beautiful things."
And then there is the minister
presiding at a funeral who got off
this nifty: "Friends, all that remains
here is the shell; the nut is gone."
The despondent officer left the
Navy Department building, climbed
stiffly into his car.
"Where to, sir?" asked the order-
ly who was driving the car.
"Drive off the nearest cliff," said
the officer, "I am going to commit
suicide."
Inspecting officer: "Do your under-
clothes fit you satisfactorily, sold-
ier?"
Soldier: "The undershirt is okey,
sir, but the shorts are a little snug
under the armpits."
AMBITIONS
Johnny hopes to make the news,
He wants to fill his fathers shoes.
Mary hopes to do much better—
She wants to fill her mother's
sweater.
Young man (in dentist's office) :
"I want a tooth pulled and I'm in a
hurry. Don't bother with gas."
Dentist: "Which tooth is it?"
Young man (to his wife) : "Show
him your tooth, dear."
TWO-TIMER
"Do you love me alone?"
"Yes, dear."
"Will you always be true to me?"
"Yes, dear."
"Then let's elope tonight."
"I can't dear—I gotta date."
With graceful feet, a maiden sweet
Was tripping the light fantastic
When suddenly she tore for the
dressing room door—
You can't trust this wartime
elastic!
HOPE NOT!
"What a handsome baby!" ex-
claimed the visitor. "Does he resem-
ble your husband?"
"I hope not," replied the wife, "we
adopted him."
MARY & LAMB (Revised)
Mary had a little lamb;
Her father shot it dead,
And now it goes to school with her
Between two hunks of bread.
Boyer: "Porter, get me another
glass of ice-water."
Porter: "Sorry, suh, but if I take
any mo' ice, dat corpse in de baggage
car ain't goin' to keep."
"Does that girl shrink from
kissing?"
"If she did, she'd be nothing but
skin and bones!"
DEADLY
He kissed her on her ruby lips—
It was a harmless frolic
But though he kissed only once
He died of painter's colic.
Sly
Droolings
by Derald Heady, fresh.
Funny bus driver: "Step right
back in the bus, folks. Dinner being
served in the rear!"
Helpful passenger: "Yeah? What's
on the menu?"
Voice from the rear: "Squash!"
Where would you expect?
"Where did this man kiss you?"
the lawyer asked, in a breach of
promise suit.
"On my mouth, sir."
"No, no. You don't understand
me. I mean where were you?"
She blushed prettily. "In his arms,
sir."
Some of Uncle Sam's boys, after
taking Naples, were on a trip to see
the lava inside Mount Vesuvius.
One GI remarked: "Looks as hot as
hell."
A British Tommy mumbled:
"These Americans have been every-
where."
Judge: "Do you challenge any of
the jury?"
Defendant: "Well, I think I can
lick the little guy on the end."
Sign in the Mess Hall: "If the
steak is too tough for you, get out.
This is no place for weaklings."
Corporal: "I just got a haircut.
Does it look bad?"
Sergeant: "No, not bad, but you'd
better stamp it 'This end up'."
GI: "How about
girlie?"
Girl: "No. I have
GI: "Well, that's
been vaccinated."
a little kiss,
scruples."
all right, I've
Her lips quivered as they ap-
proached his. His whole frame trem-
bled as he looked into her eyes. Her
chin vibrated and his body shud-
dered as he held her close to him.
The moral of this: Never kiss a
girl in a jeep with the engine run-
ning.
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RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP
GENERAL ELECTRIC YEARS AHEAD
CHEMISTRY AT GENERAL ELECTRIC
GIVE a young chemist accessto a well-stocked laboratory
and modern equipment, and the
example of such General Electric
scientists as Dr. Irving Langmuir,
Dr. W. D. Coolidge, and Dr. W. R.
Whitney, and two things are likely
to happen. First, he will find satis-
faction in his work, and second he
will come up with something new
and useful.
In the G-E Research Laboratory
have been born the ideas that have
developed into many improved
chemical products. And in the
Pittsfield and Schenectady labora-
tories of the newly established
Chemical Department, groups of
young chemists are conducting re-
search and development in some
of the most promising fields of
chemist rv.
Opportunities in chemistry
From finding insulation for elec-
trical products to becoming the
world's largest manufacturer of
finished plastics products is a long
step forward in the chemical field.
G.E.'s expansion into chemistry—
brought about by the discovery of
new compounds—was inevitable.
The new field of silicones alone
presents infinite possibilities of
research and development. It al-
ready yields oils, greases, insula-
tion, resins, rubber, and water
repellents—all with unusual new
properties.
Any phase of chemistry—re-
search, development, design, engi-
neering—is open to the G-E chem-
ist. A chemist interested in devel-
opment carries the ideas of research
GENERAL
through to practical products. He
may develop plastic foam, find new
uses for an old product, study the
reactions of a by-product of some
chemical process, and have the
satisfaction of seeing his idea
through to the pilot plant stage.
The chemical engineer works
with the equipment that processes
the chemicals. His job is to design
and control the equipment in a
chemical plant or pilot plant. In
this work he must be able to under-
stand all factors affecting the pro-
duction of a commodity and to
direct- and co-operate with the men
who are doing the actual work in
the plant.
G. E. looks ahead
At present G.E. is planning the
construction of five new Chemical
Department plants, including one
for the manufacture of silicones.
And the rate and character of the
growth of this new industry depend
to a great degree upon the ability
and enthusiasm of the young men
who will fill the positions made
available by peacetime expansion.
General Electric, Schenectady, N.Y.
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